
March 20, 2013

Mr. Wayne Jung
315 Eden Avenue
Bellevue, KY 41073-1001

Dear Wayne,

This is such an amazing way to keep Maria's passion for CRC awareness alive. Thanks you so much for all the support.

I personally know the passion you and Maria have had for making colon cancer a household conversation. Your entire 
family have been tireless volunteers for furthering the mission of the Colon Cancer Alliance, which is to have a world free 
of colon cancer. Year after year I watched as your family made the Cincinnati Undy5000 what it is today: a very successful 
fundraising and awareness event. It has become one of the best events in the nation and Maria and your family have been 
instrumental in that. But that does not tell the whole story....

Non-profits, and even volunteers are being looked at with more scrutiny than ever. Donors want to hear about impact on 
communities. The story I want to share with those that knew Maria, should know how one person's passion can lead to a 
movement and that can lead to positive outcomes. Part of the money Maria, Wayne and their family raise from the CCA's 
Cincinnati Undy5000 5K runs help fund "Project Access" which is an initiative with the Academy of Medicine in 
Cincinnati to provide free healthcare to individuals who have no access or income/insurance to apply to health care.

Within a few hours of learning of Maria's passing, I received another email from my COO who was forwarding an email 
from Dr. Michael Kriens, a gastroenterologist in the Cincinnati area. He was reporting to us about what he called our first 
"Save". He said the money raised from the Cincinnati Undy5000 helped fund screening tests and someone in the program 
was just diagnosed with very early stage colon cancer. 

Had this program not existed, she would have had no access to get screened and her cancer would have grown and grown 
and grown and she would have surely died. Instead..... she is cured. That is what I call positive impact! 

That "Save" would not have been possible without the dedication and passion of our volunteers, just like Maria, you and 
your family. The timing of both emails, the first about Maria's passing, and the second about our first "Save" cannot be a 
coincidence. It is a clear message that Maria's dream of saving others is coming true.

Wayne, the Colon Cancer Alliance thanks you and I personally thank you and your family for your passion, drive, and 
commitment to helping us make a world free of colon cancer. Our thoughts and prayers are with you and your friends and 
family.

Best regards,

Andy

The Colon Cancer Alliance is committed to ending the suffering and death caused by colorectal cancer. 
The Colon Cancer Alliance, Inc. is a not-for-profit 501( c ) 3 corporation.
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